




Giacobazzi is rooted in the heart of “Lambrusco Land”: the vineyards and the Company 
headquarter are located in the provinces of Modena, in Emilia Romagna region.

Since generations, Giacobazzi family is vocated to the care of �elds and vines. A passion that in 
the old ’60, led the family expand Lambrusco’ s name beyond Italian borders helping it to 
become the Italian best-selling wine all over the world.  

In addition to Lambrusco, the winery produces sparkling wines and non-alcoholic sparkling 
grape juices, thanks to a pioneering intuition of Antonio Giacobazzi’ s mind. 

Innovative and nonconformist, the �rm is since ever bounded to the world of sports thanks to 
the sponsorizations of teams and champions in various �elds such as soccer, boxing, cycling and 
rugby, but among all of them,  the one that is nowadays imprinted in everyones memory is the 
partnership with Ferrari team and Gilles Villeneuve. 
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ColorStarsNo Alcoholic

Élite Classic Sparkling

www.giacobazzivini.it



 

  

the Power of Numbers

 Elite

 

Lambrusco di Sorbara D.O.C.
Lambrusco di 

Grasparossa di Castelvetro D.O.C.

GIACOBAZZI 1 GIACOBAZZI 2 GIACOBAZZI 3 

Made with our �nest Lambrusco di 
Grasparossa grapes. A deep ruby red 
color wine, fruity, smooth and 

full-bodied

Available: dry or semi sweet

Made with our �nest grapes, 
expression of our territory. A 
dark ruby red color wine, with 
an intense taste and slightly 

tannic

Made with our �nest grapes  
Lambrusco di Sorbara. A 
brilliant light ruby red color 
wine with a distinctive acidity 
and elegance

Cuvée Rouge 
Spumante Dry



 

  

 

Prosecco D.O.C. Pignoletto D.O.C.Moscato

GIACOBAZZI 7 GIACOBAZZI 8 GIACOBAZZI 9

Perfect to celebrate any events. Pale 
straw colour with golden hints. �e 
bouquet is fruity, tipically aromatic 

with a pleasant sweet taste

�e new star in the Italian 
sparkling wine. Straw yellow 
with greenish highlights. It’s             
well-balanced and pleasantly 

crispy

�e most trendy italian wine. 
Brilliant yellow, fresh with a 
nice fruity scent and with a 

good acid balance

Spumante Brut Spumante Dolce Spumante Brut



 

  

Lambrusco 
di Sorbara D.O.C.  

l’Elegante  

The immediacy of adjectives
 Classic

Ruby red colour with a 
bouquet of violets and 
wild strawberries. Its 
marked acidity makes it 
the most Elegant among 
all Lambrusco varieties

il Fruttato  
Lambrusco Grasparossa 

di Castelvetro D.O.C.

Vivid ruby red colour 
recalls of  wildberries. 
It’s the most Fruity 
among all Lambrusco 

varieties  

l’Intenso  
Lambrusco 

di Modena D.O.C.

Deep purple red colour 
with a bouquet of 
wildberries. It’s the most 
Intense among all 
varieties of Lambrusco

il Brioso  
Pignoletto D.O.C. 
    Spumante Brut   

Yellow with greenish 
highlights.A bouquet  of 
banana, hazelnut and 
almond for this lively 

wine

Available: dry or semi sweet Available: dry or semi sweet

D.O.C.



 

The Beauty of Simplicity 

 Sparkling

giacobazzi red 
      

giacobazzi white
      

giacobazzi rosé
      

Floral and fruity with a 
good balance between the 
medium sweet taste and 
the natural e�ervescence 
and acidity. Great with 

pizza and snacks

Delicate, pleasant and fresh 
with hints of pear. It’s easy 
to drink and an excellent 
aperitif, suitable for any 

occasion

Fruity and sparkling, it’s 
well balanced and rounded. 
Match very well with all 

kind of food

I.G.T.



 

  

giacobazzi red 

      NON ALCOHOLIC      

 

giacobazzi white 
      NON ALCOHOLIC      

giacobazzi rosé 
      NON ALCOHOLIC      

giacobazzi red 

      GOLD EDITION    

the Natural way to Celebrate

 Non Alcoholic



 

Bubbles’ Rainbow

 ColorStars

WhiteStar 
  MOSCATO WHITE   

the great beauty of italian land

BlueStar 
  PROSECCO  

PinkStar 

MOSCATO ROSÉ  

RedStar 
 FRAGOLINO  



 

  

élite
logistic details

       ml        x        n.       x

750 ml                            6 x 0.75L                        70 x 6 bb = 5 layers x14 cases



       ml        x        n.       x

750 ml                            6 x 0.75L                        80 x 6 bb = 5 layers x 16 cases

Classic/ d.o.c./ i.g.t./ non alcoholic 
                                                                                                                                                                               logistic details



 

  

Flute

logistic details

       ml        x        n.       x

750 ml                            6 x 0.75L                        80 x 6 bb = 5 layers x16 cases



our added value

family tradition 

vineyards of property

innovation and development

strong connection with territory



Giacobazzi A. e Figli Srl 

Viale Carlo Sigonio,50 

41124 Modena (MO)

Tel. +39 059222014 

Fax +39 059222005

www.giacobazzivini.it

info@giacobazzivini.it

Modena

Emilia Romagna

campaign supported by 

regulation ec n. 1308/13

Nonantola

Bologna


